
 

 

  Before you share the story 

pre teach and explore these 

words of the week with a 

grown up. Brave, shade and 

glowing . What do they 

mean? Can you hear them in 

the story? You could listen to 

the word aware rap to help 

you.  

Find a bear / soft toy and 

give it a cuddle. If this were 

Brave Bear what would you 

say to make him feel 

better? What makes you 

feel better when you are 

sad? 

 

Practice using your 

estimating skills by quick 

guessing the amount of 

things you can see and then 

check if you are close by 

counting. E.g. sweets in a jar, 

pasta tubes on a plate, 

apples in a bowl 

 

 Do something to cheer the 

bear up! You could write 

him a letter, draw / paint 

him a picture or make him a 

film message 

 

The sign for 

 bear is. 

Using you phonic knowledge can 

you build the words below. You 

can make your own symbol cards. 

tent   bump  bent  lump best 

Do any of these words rhyme? 

Can you put them into a 

sentence? Don’t forget your 

capital letter and full stop. 

 

Have a look at  Oaks 

National Academy 

Reception Lessons this week 

 

  
https://www.thenational.academy/online-

classroom 

 

Weigh out your breakfast cereal. 

Can you find something in the 

cupboard that is heavier and lighter 

than it? 

Find out about the sh 

sound. Use the link below to 

help you. Can you spell the 

following words?  

 

          

 

 

  

Put the number sentences in to a 

part part whole. Some have been 

done for you. Can you make up 

your own? You can always use 

pasta to help you count and add. 

3+2=5 

6+4=10 

7+5= 

10+6= 
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Have a go at as many of the tasks as you can. 
You can choose which ones you do each day 
. 
A book I recommend… 
A Brave Bear  
 
 
If you don’t have this text then you can read 
it here with the author. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OsWPT3PR5Vs 
Link for word aware rap  
https://www.google.com/search?q=word+aw
are+rap&rlz=1C1GCEA_enGB869GB869&oq
=word+awarerap&aqs=chrome.1.69i57j0l4.6

586j0j8&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8 

Week 2 Home 

Learning Grid 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvq9bdm/articles/zhg8gwx 
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